Central Tucson Spring 2020 Priority Registration Planner
Prioritize Single Session and Multi Session Classes Separately

If Using Form Electronically, Click Class Title to Go to Registration System

Single Sessions

Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with number 1

Mondays

1. Abstract Painting
2. Living with Wildlife: Wildlife Rescue, Rehab, Release and Peaceful Coexistence
3. Music of the Blues, Part 1
4. Pima Council on Aging - Opportunities and Information
5. Pokemon Go for Grandparents
6. TEP Home Energizer Workshop
7. The Magic of Instant Pot and Sous Vide Cooking
8. Trekking In the Himalaya: A Photo Journey

Thursdays

1. Breaking Cycles of Poverty, One Scholar at a Time
2. Candid Critters of the Catalinas
3. CCO (Closed Compression Only) CPR and Use of our AED
5. Court Appointed Special Advocate Program (CASA) - Change a Child's Story.
6. Debunking Henry Ford and his Anti-Semitism
7. EcoArtists - Working at the Intersection of Art and Science, Locally and Globally
8. Everything you Ever Wanted to Know About Estate Planning & Elderlaw
9. Fire Safety at OLLI and at Home
10. Just Authors, Just Events - Tucson Festival of Books 2020
11. Linda Ronstadt Uncovered
12. Long Term Trends Which May Affect Your Retirement
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_________ More Google Maps and Apple Maps
_________ OLLI UA: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
_________ Photography as Art
_________ Reflections of a Pilgrim: A 7-Day Adventure on El Camino de Santiago
_________ Seeking Security in an Unstable World
_________ The Angel of Tombstone and the Professor Who Scandalized Tucson
_________ The Diabetic Foot
_________ The Music of Beethoven
_________ We Are Not Alone
_________ What? Women Don't Have Equal Rights in the U.S. Constitution?
_________ Working with Titans

Multi Sessions
Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with number 1

Mondays

_________ 10 Warning Signs of Alzheimers
_________ An Introduction to Botany, part 1
_________ Buddhism in America
_________ CAN IT! Recycling Made Easy -- and Why It's Important
_________ Civilizations of Pre-Columbian Peru, Part 2
_________ Decision Making Tools for Your Health Part 1
_________ DNA, Polygenetic Predictions, And Gene Editing
_________ Extinction
_________ Extremism In Modern Political Philosophy
_________ Films You Ought To See
_________ How to Be an Epicurian: The Ancient Art of Living Well
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_________ Hummingbird Natural History
_________ Logic
_________ News and Views, Flasch/Somers
_________ Reducing Consumerism: How to Own Less Stuff, Enjoy Life More, and Save the Planet
_________ Significant Carbon Footprint Reductions In 12 Years
_________ Spiro Agnew & The Bag Man - A Podcast by Rachel Maddow
_________ The Hidden Gems of Tucson Restaurants
_________ The Presidential Election of 2020: The Legal and Political Context
_________ TMA Docents Art Talks VIII
_________ Understanding the World of Wine
_________ What Kind of Hawk is That?

Tuesdays

_________ Beginning/Intermediate Songwriting
_________ Calligraphy - History and Hands On
_________ Cannabis as Medicine
_________ Creating A Healthy Relationship with Food
_________ Development from Conception to Kindergarten: A Primer for Grandparents
_________ Documentaries to Make You Think
_________ Exploring Southeast Asia
_________ News and Views, Furman
_________ Playwriting
_________ Stand-Up Comedy 101 (and maybe 102)
_________ The Changing Face of American Protest Music
_________ Treat Yourself With Foods That Love You
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Understanding The Meritocracy Trap by Daniel Markovits
What is Liberal Education
Women Around the World Challenging and Changing Power
Writing for Self Discovery

Wednesdays
America’s Secret War in Laos
Birding for Everyone, Everywhere
Churchill: Spymaster
Cognition and Aging
Following the Rogue Theatre 6, Part 2
Philosophy of Religion
Poetry Potpourri
Portrait of a Lady
Positive Relationship Building
Reflections on Language and Linguistics
TED et al: Ideas Worth Discussing
The Challenges of Aging Without Family
The Club: Johnson, Boswell and the Friends who Shaped an Age.
The Role of African Americans in Intelligence Operations
Two by Sebald

Thursdays
Botany, Lives of LW and Thomas Nuttall
Core Topics in Natural History
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__________ Film Discussion Group
__________ Great Decisions 2020
__________ Intermediate Conversational Spanish
__________ Investing Discussion
__________ Owls of Southern Arizona
__________ Quantum Computers and Possible Applications
__________ Reading the New Yorker
__________ Silence Is Golden
__________ The Climate Crisis
__________ The Life and Politics of Thomas Jefferson
__________ The Militant Suffrage Campaign 1913 - 1920
__________ Uncovering Hidden Fees in Investing
__________ Walk 'n Talk

Fridays

__________ Astronomy/Geosciences - Fire & Ice
__________ Dream Group
__________ Emerging Authors Workshop
__________ Intermediate Advanced Spanish
__________ Intermediate Spanish
__________ Introduction to Philosophical Ethics
__________ Poetry Writing Class
__________ Quantum Physics and Applications
__________ The Civil War in American History
__________ The History of Education in America